
Programming Schedule Listing

Friday, July 3rd
12:00 PM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO WORLD TOUR - EARTH INVASION   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)

Prior to the August 2014 launch of Season Eight, Peter Capaldi and Jenna Coleman, along with Stephen Moffat, set
out on a world tour that took them to Seoul, Australia, Brazil, New York, and so many others to meet and greet
millions of fans around the world. So if you've ever felt that you're the only one in your life who knows about the
Doctor and his marvelous adventures, this your chance to find out that you're not, not NOT alone!

Anime Room Plastic Memories 1-4   (4 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
In the near future, android companions have become commonplace, provided by a single corporation throughout the
world, but there's a drawback to the technology. A wonderfully written sci-fi drama unfolds as the characters come to
grips with the reality of this situation and the effect it has on their lives.

Video Room Metropolis   (3 Hours - Video)
In a futuristic city sharply divided between the working class and the city planners, the son of the city's mastermind
falls in love with a working class prophet who predicts the coming of a savior to mediate their differences.

1:00 PM Dr. Who Room THE TIME OF THE DOCTOR   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
Matt Smith's final full episode is filled with revelations, laughter, tears, terror, and (I don't think this is a spoiler) a
regeneration. The Doctor dedicates his final life to defending the tiny town of Christmas on a remote planet from his
greatest enemies. Meanwhile, Clara deals with being shut out of the action. A new era of Doctor Who is on the way!

2:30 PM Dr. Who Room THE BIG BANG THEORY: "The Skywalker Incursion"   (30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
A speaking engagement at UC Berkeley puts Leonard and Sheldon ina galaxy not too far, far away from their idol
George Lucas' Skywalker Ranch, and they consider dropping by. Meanwhile, Howard and Bernadette argue over
what to do with his Doctor Who TARDIS, so Raj and Amy try to settle things with a game of table tennis.

3:00 PM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Davison: "The King's Daemons"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
A visit to the court of King John uncovers a conspiracy to seize the throne and disrupt the events that lead to the
signing of the Magna Carta!

Video Room The Ice Pirates   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)
In the far future water is the most valuable substance. Two space pirates are captured, sold to a princess, and
recruited to help her find her father who disappeared when he found information dangerous to the rulers. A real
Space Opera with sword fights, explosions, fighting robots, monsters, bar fights and time warps.

4:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom C Level Up Your Life   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Have you ever wondered how to acquire the skills and attributes needed to take your life to the next level? Learn
some tricks from the world of Life Coaching to help you on your personal quest.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Mold Making and Resin Casting   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
You always hear about something is cast in resin, but just nodded and smiled! Here's your chance to not only learn
what resin is, but the different kinds, their applications, and watch a live demo of a cast being created! Hosted by
veteran cosplayer Mogchelle, who's cast things as small as tiny gems to a life size Chinese Terra Cotta Warrior
costume! Let's talk casting resin! We'll also go over mold making, since you can't very well cast something without a
mold!

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Spy Fi: What It Means and How To Write It   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Explore the sub genre of Spy Fi. Attendees interested in writing Spy Fi or who want to discover more about it can
learn how to approach the genre, including writing techniques and more!

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Starship Bridge Simulator )(Shift 1)   (6 Hours - Gaming -
Rating: PG-13)
The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance! 30-50
minute Missions.

Dr. Who Room WHO-NET PANEL: "Is He a Good Man?"   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)
Mark "De Boss" Dooley discusses the launching of the 12th Doctor, as portrayed by Peter Capaldi.

Anime Room Hitsugi no Chaika Season 1   (6 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Emperor Arthur Gaz has been overthrown and the world is still feeling the aftermath of the epic war to defeat him.
Amidst the turmoil of rebiliding society, Gaz's daughter, Chaika, seeks out his remains, but to what end?

5:00 PM Main Programming SIGMA, the Science Fiction Think Tank   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Dr. Andrews discusses his work in the White House Science Office in 1992. Arlan founded SIGMA as a way for
science fiction writers to advise the US Government on matters of futurism.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Beginning Cosplay    (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
These days you can't turn around at a convention without seeing someone wearing a costume of some sort. Plus,
they look like they are having so much fun that you think you'd like to try this yourself. This panel is a primer to help
you avoid common cosplay mistakes as well as tips for creating your costumes.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Self-Publishing: The Economics of Self-Publishing   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
New to self-publishing and not sure what it's going to cost? What kind of expenses should an independent-minded
author expect to incur for things like editing, formatting, covers and marketing? Come find out how much it *really*
costs to self-publish and learn where you can and can't cut corners.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Building the USS Enterprise(Recycling Project) Part 1   (2 Hours - Workshop - Rating: G)
Building a model of the USS Enterprise out of soda cans. (This is a 2 day event) Cutting and assembling the parts
for the USS Enterprise out of 20 Aluminum Cans. Models will be left to dry overnight and completed in part two of
the workshop.



Grand Ballroom 7-8 Misquotes   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Amateur improvisation: We provide the scene and the line, you act it out! Skills not required, enthusiasm and
audience welcome.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Deep Breath"   (3 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Relive the night that the Twelfth Doctor came into our lives! The TARDIS makes an extremely unorthodox landing in
Victorian London, and as the Patemoster Gang rushes to help Clara with a manic post-regeneration Doctor, a
mysterious half-faced man stalks the streets of London for spare body parts, and isn't particular about whom he gets
them from. You know it's good Doctor Who when the least unusual thing in the episode is a t-rex wading in the
Thames. Also included: the live preshow and after party hosted by @midnight's Chris Hardwick and the post-
episode Q & A with Peter Capaldi, Jenna Coleman, and Steven Moffat!

Video Room Logan's Run   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
Sometime in the 23rd century... the survivors of war, overpopulation and pollution are living in a great domed city,
sealed away from the forgotten world outside. Here, in an ecologically balanced world, mankind lives only for
pleasure, freed by the servo-mechanisms which provide everything. There's just one catch: Life must end at thirty
unless reborn in the fiery ritual of carousel.

6:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Back to the Future...err, the Now   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
We've made it to 2015, the setting for Back to the Future II. We may not have Jaws 19, but things are still pretty cool.
A presentation and discussion of how our modern technology compares to the version shown in the film.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Face Off with RJ   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Artist Guest of Honor RJ Haddy discusses his experiences with the SyFy Channel's series Face Off.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 World Building 101 - How to make it believable    (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)
Here's your chance to talk with novelists about one the hardest aspects of writing, making a world both interesting
and believable.

7:00 PM Main Programming Opening Ceremonies   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Welcome to InConJunction 35 featuring...
Author Guests of Honor: Timothy Zahn and Dr. Arlan Andrews, Sr.
Artist Guest of Honor: RJ Haddy
Music Guest of Honor: Marian Call
Fan Guest of Honor: George Starkey
Featured Guests: Robert Pyatt, Barry and Sally Childs-Helton, Michelle Mussoni, and Mark Dooley.
and with Toastmaster: Lou Harry!

Video Room Space Hunter: Adventures in the Forbidden Zone   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
Three women make an emergency landing on a planet plagued with a fatal disease, but are captured by dictator
Overdog. Adventurer Wolff goes there to rescue them and meets Niki, the only Earthling left from a medical
expedition. Combining their talents, they try to rescue the women.

8:00 PM Main Programming Play: Little Con of Horrors   (1 Hour - Performance - Rating: G)
It's back!!! The InConJunction Play with the "It's not our fault players" It's not only back, but it's a rerun of the classic
Little Con of Horrors. Historical note: Arlan Adrews, one of our Author Guests of Honor was the very first
InConJunction Playwrite back in 1980-something.

Indianapolis Ballroom E In a cave with a box of scraps   (2 Hours - Workshop - Rating: G)
A multiple time Masquerade winner will provided examples of costumes built with scrap material in a basement.
Unleash you inner Tony Stark with the opportunity to build your own costumes and props. Materials and tools will be
available.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 More than Swords: The Military and Fantasy   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
While there are plenty of fantasy soldiers who wield a sword, ax, or bow, you can also find those who have magic
and more modern weapons, such as Myke Cole's Shadow Ops series and the well-armed mercenaries of Larry
Correia's Monster Hunter International series. We'll discuss integrating magic and modern weaponry into fantasy.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Into the Dalek"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor is given a unique opportunity by a rebel army: to examine and cure a Dalek whose programming has him
actively hating his race! Meanwhile, Clara meets mathematics teacher Danny Pink.

8:30 PM Video Room The Island   (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Lincoln Six-Echo is a resident of a seemingly Utopian but contained facility in the year 2019. Like all of the
inhabitants of this carefully controlled environment, Lincoln hopes to be chosen to go to the "The Island" - reportedly
the last uncontaminated spot on the planet. But Lincoln soon discovers that everything about his existence is a lie.
He and all of the other inhabitants of the facility are actually human clones. Lincoln makes a daring escape with a
beautiful fellow resident named Jordan Two-Delta. Relentlessly pursued by the forces of the sinister institute that
once housed them, Lincoln and Jordan engage in a race for their lives to literally meet their makers.

9:00 PM Main Programming Pub Trivia   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)
Toastmaster Lou Harry brings back his popular Pub Trivia event with teams competing for fun and prizes by group-
answering geeky questions. Come with your posse or on your own and be added to a team.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Marian Call Concert   (1 Hour - Performance - Rating: G)
Musical Guest of Honor Marian Call performs! Playing songs for nerds, geeks, and music lovers; accompanied on
this trip by guitarist Scott Barkan.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Writing Dialogue   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
We will discuss common problems beginning writers have crafting dialogue and share some examples of well-written
dialogue.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Night Vale Community Radio Hour   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)
Come chat with us about the podcast Welcome to Night Vale. We'll discuss characters, theories, the weather, and
NOT the dog park. The Sheriff's Secret Police will be observing the proceedings to make sure all City Council



regulations are followed. Only you can prevent your own reeducation session in the dark box.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Robot of Sherwood"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
Granting Clara's wish to meet a long-admired hero, the Doctor heads to medieval Sherwood Forest to encounter
Robin Hood... and much against the Doctor's cynical nature, Sir Robin is practically everything he's cracked up to
be. But the Sheriff of Nottingham and his robotic castle guards... that's a whole 'nother story.

10:00 PM Main Programming Weird Science!   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Workshop - Rating: PG-13)
We'll discuss some of the strangest science studies ever conducted like "Does water or blowing air stimulate
Canadian coes to defecate?" and "Skipping and hopping of undergraduates: recollections of when and why". We'll
review the results of our engineering exercise last year and conduct a new experiment which will take us back to the
bathroom.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Open Filk   (3 Hours, 30 Minutes - Performance - Rating: G)
Calling all Filkers! Come and play or just stop in to listen.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Listen"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
Following a disasterous first date with Danny Pink, Clara follows the Doctor on a quest to prove that every single
living being in the universe has had the same common dream, and to do so they must travel to Clara's childhood.
But is it her childhood?

Anime Room Highschool DxD (Late Night) Season 1   (6 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
Issei struggles with high school life at Kuoh Academy, a former all-girl's school that has recently become co-ed.
When his first date with his new girlfriend goes awry, demons, angels and all manner of supernatural shinnanegans
ensue.

11:00 PM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi - "Time Heist"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor and Clara find themselves mindwiped and held in a room of mercenaries, all shanghaied to be the
unwilling participants of an elaborate bank heist at the Bank of Karabraxos, the most impregnable financial institution
in the universe.

Video Room Mad Max   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
In a self-destructing world, a vengeful Australian policeman sets out to stop a violent motorcycle gang.

11:30 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Sing-along: Little Shop of Horrors   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
Watch, and sing along with, the Classic 1986 film.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Scary Stories Pajama Party   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)
Meet out on the lawn and bring a scary story to share or just stop in to listen; wear your PJ's if you'd like. Rated PG,
for possible scariness. (Room location listed as weather related backup)

12:00 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Colin Baker: TRIAL OF A TIME LORD - "The Mysterious
Planet"   (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor is forced to dock the TARDIS in a Gallifreyan space station where he's about to be placed on trial for
breaking the first law of the Time Lords. His prosecutor, the viscious Valeyard, puts up on the docket for exhibit A the
deadly events of Ravolox.

12:30 AM Video Room Idiocracy   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
Private Joe Bauers, the definition of "average American", is selected by the Pentagon to be the guinea pig for a top-
secret hibernation program. Forgotten, he awakes five centuries in the future. He discovers a society so incredibly
dumbed down that he's easily the most intelligent person alive.

2:00 AM Video Room Gojira   (2 Hours - Video)
American nuclear weapons testing results in the creation of a seemingly unstoppable, dinosaur-like beast.

2:30 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Colin Baker: TRIAL OF A TIME LORD - "Mindwarp"   (2 Hours -
Video - Rating: G)
As the trial continues, the Valeyard presents his next evidence, the events on Thoros Beta, where Peri and the
Doctor encounter the maipulative Sil, who has employed an ambitious scientist whose specialy is mind transference!

4:00 AM Video Room Spaceballs   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
Planet Spaceball's President Skroob sends Lord Dark Helmet to steal Planet Druidia's abundant supply of air to
replenish their own, and only Lone Starr can stop them.

4:30 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Colin Baker: TRIAL OF A TIME LORD - "Terror of the
Vervoids"   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
In an attempt to sway the trial in his favor, the Doctor presents his tragic encounter with the Vervoids and an early
adventure with new companion Mel Bush.

Saturday, July 4th
6:00 AM Video Room Transformers The Movie    (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)

The Autobots must stop a colossal planet consuming robot who goes after the Autobot Matrix of Leadership. At the
same time, they must defend themselves against an all-out attack from the Decepticons.

6:30 AM Dr. Who Room Room shutdown until 9:00 AM   (3 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Even Doctor Who fans have to knock off for a few hours. Go, get some rest. We'll be back at 9:00 after a nice rest
and a hearty breakfast!

8:00 AM Anime Room Bots Master   (6 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-G)
An old 90s cartoon from France following the exploits of famed Engineer Zeb Zoolander against his former
employers, ParadimCorp.

Video Room The Day The Earth Stood Still   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
An alien lands and tells the people of Earth that they must live peacefully or be destroyed as a danger to other



planets.

9:00 AM Main Programming Small Press Publishing and Writer Expectations   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
An expert panel discussion answering questions about small-press publishing and what the writer can expect to
encounter.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Yoga for Geeks   (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
Yoga was designed to allow humans sit still for long periods of time. Geeks do that - reading, playing games,
watching movies...come learn to prepare your body for these and other geeky endeavors.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Super Hero Cape Decorating for kids and adults!    (2 Hours - Workshop - Rating: G)
Are you a super hero? Forget Etna Mode's advice. Come make a cape! Fabrics and decorating materials will be
supplied, but feel free to bring your own. People of all power levels welcome.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Blood Drive   (5 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Don't forget the Robert A Heinlein Memorial Blood Drive for the benefit of the Indiana Blood Center. Lend an arm
and help InConJunction hit its annual donation goal. Donating blood is safe, simple, and it saves lives.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Scott Hart: "Pursuit of the Daleks"   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
A fantastic fan-made Doctor Who serial in the style of the Jon Pertwee/Tom Baker eras. Co-writer Scott Holt plays a
heretofore unknown Doctor who, along with his companions Bruce and Scott are summoned to the Kelvinstone
Castle ruins where an archeologist friend is plagued by a mysterious hologram and an odd find in the rubble... a
piece of Dalek technology!

9:30 AM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Popular Monsters: A play reading   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Performance - Rating: PG-13)
A script-in-hand reading of Lou Harry's play "Popular Monsters," set in the offices of a horror movie magazine (not to
be confused, of course, with "Famous Monsters of Filmland")in 1978.

10:00 AM Main Programming The Shadow, then and now   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
"Who knows what evil lurks..." The Shadow has been solving mysteries and defeating bad guys since the 1930's.
This is a panel discussions of all things Shadow, from his beginnings in magazines and Radio to his recent
resurgence in comics.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Convention 'Horror' Stories   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)
Story time! After years of attending conventions I've got some great stories. I'm sure some of you do too. Grab a
seat and tell some tales.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Starship Bridge Simulator )(Shift 2)   (6 Hours - Gaming -
Rating: PG-13)
The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance! 30-50
minute Missions.

Video Room Dark Star   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
In the far reaches of space, a small crew, 20 years into their solitary mission, find things beginning to go hilariously
wrong.

11:00 AM Main Programming Kate's Take - Filmmaking and Life    (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG-13)
Host of the 10,000 listener strong podcast filmmaker & Author Kate Chaplin. Kate takes a movie that has shaped her
life for good or bad and dissects it to find the universality messages within.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Star War Episode VII   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)
Share the latest news and rumors about Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens. Discuss your favorite theories
and speculate wildly about what may be included in the film. Share concerns over who the next "Jar-Jar Binks" will
be.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Re-readers Anonymous   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)
Find yourself falling back to familiar favorites, while others nutty about the newest novels? Does your friend do this
and it drives you crazy? Why? Come join us, and we'll talk about what keeps us settling into our old comfy chair or
standing in line at the book store.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Building the USS Enterprise(Recycling Project) Part 2   (2 Hours - Demonstration - Rating: G)
Complete the assembly of your aluminum can USS Enterprise. All are welcome to observe.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Tom Baker: "The Leisure Hive"   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
John Nathan-Turner made his debut as showrunner, and he overhauled everything from the title credits to the
musical score (by the great Peter Howell). The Doctor and Romana vacation on the popular tourist resort, the
Leisure Hive, where they soon discover that the participants of a merger are being aged at a rapid rate!

Atrium The Vader Head Hunt   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)
Join the Fun Police for the most exciting annual tradition. Race to find the most Vader heads, win fabulous prizes!

11:30 AM Video Room Mystery Science Theatre 3000   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
In the not-too-distant future, a man and his robots are trapped aboard the Satellite of Love, where mad scientists
force them to sit through the worst movies ever made.

12:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B How to be a great geek parent   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
How to you spread the love of geek to your kids, nieces and nephews? Here's a panel talking about what worked for
them.

Indianapolis Ballroom C The Future of the Past   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
What new research is revealing about advanced ancient and lost civilizations.

Atrium The Get Up and Play Hour!   (2 Hours - Family Friendly Activity - Rating: G)
Calling children of all ages! Join the Fun Police for fun! There are games, there are coloring contests, and there's
excitement for everyone! Silly prizes galore. Join us outside in the Courtyard if the weather is good!



1:00 PM Main Programming Wild Mercy Concert   (1 Hour - Performance - Rating: PG)
"We could call our music something like 'neo-Celtic-powered post-industrial electro-acoustic folk-rock with jazz
influences and freeform choral structure' -- and wonder what we meant by that -- but it's always more fun to make
music than to label it." Come hear Wild Mercy perform and decide for yourself.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B A Decade with Sam & Dean: A Supernatural Discussion   (1 Hour - General Discussion -
Rating: PG-13)
With ten full seasons finished, "Supernatural" is now one of the longer running fantasy/horror series ever shown on
American TV. Come celebrate the end of the 10th season with other fans and speculate about the 11th season and
who knows how many more in the future.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Mourning fictional characters   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: G)
Try not to tear up at the opening of Up, or at the end of Star Trek II. Why is it we feel loss for characters that never
existed? A discussion of the emotional impact of good writing in movies and books.

Indianapolis Ballroom E SFX Makeup: Jello Edition    (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
Come find out about the cool effects you can pull off using unflavored gelatin as a base. Gelatin is a cheap, easy,
and very forgiving medium to try your hand at some pretty interesting effects.

Dr. Who Room SCIENCE-FICTION NAME GAME   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
In the style of Craig Ferguson's award-winning Celebrity Name Game, Mark "De Boss" Dooley hosts a show that's
all about famous science-fiction fantasy names, TV shows, and motion pictures.. We're planning on two games in
the hour we have, so we need four couples who will vie for valuable prizes!

1:30 PM Video Room War of the Worlds   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The film adaptation of the H.G.Wells story told on radio of the invasion of Earth by Martians.(1953)

2:00 PM Main Programming Charity Auction   (2 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Come bid on unique collectible items, event tickets, books, toys, jewelry, you name it! All money goes to our two
charities. This years charities are the Indy Reads and the Central Indiana Section of the Society of Women
Engineers.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Walking Dead Fan Rally   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG-13)
Join us for our third year celebrating the AMC horror series "The Walking Dead." Film clips will be used to help
generate discussion about the past season and speculate on the future of the series.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Starfleet Command Mid Year meeting   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
2015 Mid Year meeting for Starfleet Command. Open to all.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Working With Worbla   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
Use of thermo-plastics has always been popular in the cosplay world. Worbla is the current fad in cosplay use for
everything from armor to props and accessories! Come join veteran cosplayer Mogchelle to learn about shaping
techniques, as well as how to finish and paint this wonderful, multi-functional product! There will also be a demo so
you can see how easy it is to work with in person!

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with David Tennant: "The Doctor's Daughter" (time approximate)   (1
Hour - Video - Rating: G)
The late, great Nigel Terry (Excalibur) gives a great performance as the villainous General Cobb in a memorable tale
that brought together David Tennant and Georgia Moffett, the actual daughter to Doctor #5, Peter Davison, as a real-
life couple. On the planet Messaline, the Doctor and Donna find themselves caught up in a war between the
aggressive Messilian clone army and the aquatic Hath race for dominance of a powerful device called "The Source".

Anime Room What's New in Anime   (1 Hour - General Discussion)
A discussion about what's new in anime for 2015 and anime planned for future seasons.

3:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Video Trivia Contest    (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)
Test your nerd-movie skills and win awesome prizes like DVDs, blue-rays, t-shirts, and a human head! (human head
not actual size or human)

Indianapolis Ballroom C Geek Girls Unite!   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG-13)
For our third year, join with other "geek girls" to talk about how the past year in fandom has been for you. No need to
hold back, no need to make excuses, just a place to share experiences and share ideas on how to make our
conventions and our fandom better for the next generation of women. This year let's discuss the positive as well as
the not so wonderful things we've encountered.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Makeup For Cosplay   (1 Hour - Demonstration - Rating: G)
Looking great in your cosplay takes more than just a great costume! Ever wonder how your favorite cosplayers
always look flawless in their photos and real life? Or what to use to change your skin from a normal human tone to
that of an Orion? Come join the award winning veteran cosplayer, Mogchelle, and learn some tips and tricks on
makeup for cosplay! We'll go over glamour and special fx makeup. If time permits I'll also pick a lucky random
attendee for a demo of eyelash application or zombie flesh!

Dr. Who Room MY LIFE AS A WHOOSIER: TALES OF THE WHOOSIER NETWORK   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes -
Expert Panel - Rating: PG)
Mark "De Boss" Dooley hosts a look back at the history of the Whoosier Network and his origins as a fan of Doctor
Who!

Anime Room Anime Art Part 1: Dos, Don'ts and Other Tips   (2 Hours - Workshop)
Artists Chris Abraham and Samantha Wathen will cover a variety of things for new artists and tips to help
experienced artists for both physical and digital media.

Video Room Flash Gordon   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
A football player and his friends travel to the planet Mongo and find themselves fighting the tyranny of Ming the
Merciless to save Earth.



4:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Top 10 Worst Movies 2015   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG-13)
Jeff, Chris, and Rob host another count-down of some of their favorite bad movies like "Q", "Space Station 76", and
"Samurai Cop".

Indianapolis Ballroom C An Hour With Arlan   (1 Hour - Author Reading - Rating: G)
Dr. Arlan K. Andrews will give a reading from his Hugo-nominated novella "Flow" followed by a Q&A session.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Costume Prosthetics with a Pro ($20 fee)   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Learn the art of SFX make up from professional make-up artist RJ Haddy. ($20 fee, payable at the door)

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Jen Midkiff solo concert   (1 Hour - Performance - Rating: G)
With harp, vocals, tenor guitar, and possibly some other surprise guest instruments, Jen Midkiff creates an
atmosphere of beautiful, healing music. With sassiness, humor, and gentleness abounding, Jen's concerts are a
great way to spend your time!

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Starship Bridge Simulator )(Shift 3)   (6 Hours - Gaming -
Rating: PG-13)
The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance! 30-50
minute Missions.

4:30 PM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Davison: "Planet of Fire"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The mystery of Turlough is finally resolved when the Doctor and new companion Peri Brown must return him to his
home planet Sarn. Unfortunately, someone is using this for another "masterly" scheme...

5:00 PM Main Programming Marian Call Concert   (1 Hour - Performance - Rating: G)
Singer-songwriter Marian Call hails from Beyond the Wall in Juneau, Alaska, and she roams the continent playing
songs for nerds, geeks, and music lovers everywhere. Accompanied on this trip by guitarist Scott Barkan, Marian
performs original epic odes for the modern era -- about the ISS, penguins, Jane Austen, Firefly, tech support phone
trees, and that fifth cup of coffee on a long day. If you enjoy Tom Lehrer or the Animaniacs, it's your kind of show.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Saving Star Wars Q&A   (1 Hour - Q & A - Rating: G)
A Q&A session with the producer and actors from the movie Saving Star Wars

Indianapolis Ballroom C Building Your Brand: Promoting Your Work on Social Media   (1 Hour - Expert Panel -
Rating: G)
Whether you are self-published or traditionally published, marketing your book, music, or art online is still largely up
to you. Learn the tricks and avoid the pitfalls.

Indianapolis Ballroom E Closet Cosplay   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: G)
Let's talk about how you can build a costume from what you happen to have on hand. Come share stories about the
costumes you didn't know you already had tucked away in the midst of your day to day clothes, or costumes you
pulled together in 30 minutes after a run to the hardware store.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Invasion of the Others   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
A panel discussing films' and written works' portrayal of reactions to having "others" in our midst. Whether aliens or
just a different/special group of people; how do individuals and society as a whole deal with the newcomers.

Anime Room Anime Influences in Sci-Fi   (1 Hour - General Discussion)
Learn about the various ways that anime has influenced science fiction around the world from games to television
and other media.

Video Room Evolution   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)
A fire-fighting cadet, two college professors and a geeky but sexy government scientist work against an alien
organism that has been rapidly evolving ever since its arrival on Earth inside a meteor.

6:00 PM Main Programming Q&A with Timothy Zahn   (1 Hour - Q & A - Rating: G)
Question and answer session with the Author Guest of Honor.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Saving Star Wars   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
A screening of the 2004 independent film by Woodworks Films that was written and produced by Gary Wood.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Star Trek Pictionary    (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)
Do you know Star Trek? Your universal translator can%u2019t communicate with these primitive lifeforms, so start
drawing! Set phasers to fun!

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "The Caretaker" (time approximate)   (1 Hour - Video
- Rating: G)
When the Doctor works undercover as the new caretaker of Coal Hill School to flush out a dangerous robot
assassin, it's only a matter of time before he encounters the one man who divides Clara's attention from their
adventures, Danny Pink.

Anime Room Mouretsu Space Pirates Movie   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Marika's space faring days are far from over. With the disappearance of a family friend and a strange request, the
crew of the Bentenmaru begins exploring the truth of the space laneways

6:30 PM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Barry and Sally Childs-Helton in Concert: The Summers Behind You   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes
- Performance - Rating: G)
Longtime filk duo Barry and Sally Childs-Helton perform songs from Barry's 17-song solo CD, "The Summers Behind
You" (due out from Dragon Scale Records in 2015). Barry describes these songs as "English-major folk-rock with
aerospace motifs," composed before he found fandom and the filk tradition. Some of them you've heard; many of
them you probably haven't.

7:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom E What Do Judges Look For In A Winning Cosplay   (1 Hour - Q & A - Rating: G)
Ever wonder what judges look for, and how they select the winners of those awesome costume contests at
conventions? Come chat with veteran award winning cosplayer, Mogchelle, and chat about competition styles, and
what can help make your cosplay stand out to judges so you go in to the contest with extra confidence!



Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Kill the Moon"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
To comfort young Courtney's hurt feelings that she isn't "special" enough to travel with the Doctor, Clara persuades
him to take her to the moon. Unfortunately, his calculations take them to 2049, where an abandoned space station
has been serving a sinister purpose... to nuke the entire moon!

Video Room Submerge: Ni're Reborn   (1 Hour - Video)
Ni're is still trapped in the world of Submerge. Trying to get out of this world, she now runs into a seemingly
unstoppable force. http://www.dventertainmentpictures.com/submerge--ni-re-reborn.html

8:00 PM Main Programming Masquerade   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Contest - Rating: G)
Costume competition. Sign up to participate at the registration desk. Judging is on costumes only, skits or other
performances are not required.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Mummy on the Orient Express"   (1 Hour - Video -
Rating: G)
On what Clara and the Doctor are calling their "farewell tour" before they part ways, the duo vacation on a space-
faring recreation of the Orient Express. But during the trip, passengers are dying right and left after seeing a vision of
a rotting living mummy attacking them. Can the Doctor solve the mystery, and to what lengths will he go to solve it?

Anime Room Owari no Seraph (Late Night) 1-4   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
Vampires have taken over the world in a brutal campaign of terror. Humanity is taught that they live at the whim of
their subterranean masters, but the truth on the surface is quite different.

Video Room Back to the Future   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
A young man is accidentally sent 30 years into the past in a time-traveling DeLorean invented by his friend, Dr.
Emmett Brown, and must make sure his high-school-age parents unite in order to save his own existence.

9:00 PM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Flatline"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
When the Doctor is trapped inside an increasingly shrinking TARDIS, it is up to Clara to investigate the
phenomenon, which is tied into strange moving graffiti in the tunnels of Bristol.

10:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Outlander Discussion Group   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG-13)
Come share what you love about Outlander. Any topic is open for discussion. Special gift for attendees.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Open Filk   (3 Hours, 30 Minutes - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Open Filk. Come and play, or just stop by to listen.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "In the Forest of the Night"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
Overnight, the entire planet has been covered with deep forestry, from continent to ocean, and the Doctor finds
himself dividing his attention from solving the puzzle of the disaster to protecting the young school kids under the
care of Clara and Danny.

Anime Room Seikoku no Dragonar (Late Night)   (6 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
Dragons are a part of everyday life in Lautreamont Knight Country and the riders that tame them are respected
around the world, but when a dragon rider shows up with no dragon, no one is quite sure what to make of things.

Video Room Blade Runner   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
A blade runner must pursue and try to terminate four replicants who stole a ship in space and have returned to Earth
to find their creator.

10:30 PM Main Programming Saturday Night Dance and Karaoke   (3 Hours - Performance - Rating: G)
You can dance if you want to.

11:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Rocky Horror Picture Show   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
Let's do the time warp again!

Indianapolis Ballroom E Beyond 50: Erotica Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror Readings   (2 Hours - Author
Reading - Rating: ADULT)
Did you see the movie "Fifty Shades"? Did you read the books? Did you know that there are better plots, more
interesting characters, and hotter pages in the science fiction, fantasy, and horror genres? Come discover some
authors you may be familiar with and some you will be happy to discover as they each read something tantalizing
from their published or forthcoming works.

Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Julian Bane: "Alternate Empire"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
An amazing fan video by actor/writer Julian Bane as the Doctor and Caroline Morahan as his current companion
Samantha. The duo encounter the Krall, a vicious warrior race who has taken over a remote mining operation
located on the outer rim of a galactic empire. The Krall are deadly in battle with training from a mysterious cult who
call themselves the Sith.

12:00 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Sylvester McCoy: "The Silver Nemesis"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video -
Rating: G)
The Doctor and Ace find themselves caught in the middle of a three-way tug of war over a statue designed by
Rassilon himself as the ultimate defense for Gallifrey. But only the Doctor knows the truth about the doomsday
device, but can he beat a neo-Nazi group, a 17th century sorceress, and the Cybermen to the punch?

Video Room Dredd   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
In a violent, futuristic city where the police have the authority to act as judge, jury and executioner, a cop teams with
a trainee to take down a gang that deals the reality-altering drug, SLO-MO.

1:30 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Jon Pertwee: "The Green Death"   (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The workers at a mine owned by a huge conglomorate are dying from exposure to a substance that turns their
bodies glowing green. Jo and UNIT call upon an enviornmental activist to help, while the Doctor makes a misguided
trip to Metabelis 3.

2:00 AM Video Room The Fifth Element   (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG-13)



In the colorful future, a cab driver unwittingly becomes the central figure in the search for a legendary cosmic
weapon to keep Evil and Mr Zorg at bay.

4:00 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Matt Smith: "Vincent and the Doctor"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
When the Doctor spots something odd and intrusive in The Church by the legendary Vincent Van Gogh, he and Amy
travel back to 1890 Aryles to discern if the creature in the painting is a figment of Vincent's descention into madness
or indeed does exist.

4:30 AM Video Room Time Bandits   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
A young boy accidentally joins a band of dwarves as they jump from era to era looking for treasure to steal.

5:00 AM Dr. Who Room Room shutdown until 9:00 AM   (4 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Time for a little shuteye! See you at 9:00!

Sunday, July 5th
6:30 AM Video Room WarGames   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)

A young man finds a back door into a military central computer in which reality is confused with game-playing,
possibly starting World War III.

8:00 AM Anime Room AMV Wake-up Call   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: TV-G)
Come listen to some energetic AMVs to help you wake up before your panels and activities!

8:30 AM Video Room Big Hero 6   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
The special bond that develops between plus-sized inflatable robot Baymax, and prodigy Hiro Hamada, who team
up with a group of friends to form a band of high-tech heroes.

9:00 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with William Hartnell: "Planet of Giants"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating:
G)
The Doctor, Susan, Ian, and Barbara finally return to Earth... but a malfunction in the TARDIS reduces them to inch-
high size!

Anime Room Exo Squad   (3 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-G)
After a war between humans and their genetically engineered creations, the Neo-Sapiens, the solar system has
settled into relative peace. Some people, however, aren't happy with the status quo, and war looms on the horizons
of Mars once more.

10:00 AM Main Programming Non-Denominational Christian Chapel Service   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
A casual worship gathering with some music, a brief message, and communion for those who wish to take it. All are
welcome.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B SF Sojourns to the Bradbury Library and Beyond   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Presentation - Rating:
G)
Journalist Ronald Hawkins, who writes the Indiana Science Fiction Sojourns column, provides videos that include a
tour of the Ray Bradbury Library, a visit from "Jules Verne" with a little help from a TARDIS, visits to several SF
destinations and lets us hear a few words from several celebrities.

Grand Ballroom 6 TSN InConGruitous (Artemis Starship Bridge Simulator )(Shift 4)   (4 Hours - Gaming -
Rating: PG-13)
The TSN InConGruitous returns. Ever wanted to be a starship bridge crew member? Here is your chance! 30-50
minute Missions.

10:30 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Dark Water"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
Tragedy strikes in the life of Clara Oswald, but she and the Doctor are determined to set things right, unaware that in
the end, not only will they face the threat of the Cybermen but also discover the true identity of the sinister Missy!

Video Room Big Trouble in Little China   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)
An All-American trucker gets dragged into a centuries-old mystical battle in Chinatown.

11:00 AM Main Programming Trailer Park   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
Relax and nurse your Sunday hangover with classic (and not so classic) movie trailers from days gone by as well as
trailers for current and upcoming Hollywood blockbusters.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B How to Become a Successful SciFi Author   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Need help getting that book out of your head and onto the shelves? Come join Chris Kennedy as he discusses the
tricks and traps of becoming a successful indie-published author.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Cutting the Cord of Cable TV   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)
Thinking about getting rid of cable and watching your favorite shows online? Find out the pros and cons of cutting
the cord of cable TV

11:30 AM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Death in Heaven"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: G)
In the Season 8 finale, the true purpose of the alliance between the Cybermen and Missy is revealed, and it is up to
the Doctor, Clara, and Danny Pink to save Earth from the ultimate invasion!

12:00 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-B The Role of Women in Film    (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)
Why is it important to have women in film? How often are women in front and behind the camera? Who are the
women deciding what projects get made? History, statistics and a lively conversation about the glass ceiling women
are still up against in the film industry.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Comic Book Inspired Prose   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
This panel will explore the sub genre of Comic Book Inspired Prose. For writers wanting to learn techniques in how
to approach the genre and readers interested in discovering more about it.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 High Noon Showdown   (1 Hour - Rating: G)



Show off your shooting skills with NERF guns! NERF toys will be provided if you don't have your own.

Dr. Who Room WHO-NET DOORPRIZE DRAWINGS!   (30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
Hope you got your tickets, because we have some terrific prizes ready to be raffled off!

Anime Room Anime Art Part 2: Basics and Techniques   (2 Hours - Workshop)
Moving on from tips and suggestions, learn about techniques for both physical media and digital software in this
follow-up class.

12:30 PM Dr. Who Room DOCTOR WHO with Peter Capaldi: "Last Christmas"   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Clara discovers Santa Claus and his two snarky elves Ian and Wolfe on her rooftop early Christmas morning,
followed by the arrival of the Doctor, whom she hasn't seen in months. Meanwhile, a group of scientists at the North
Pole are trying to save their fellow crewmates, who have been taken over by strange parasitic aliens. Can the Doctor
and Clara save Christmas for the survivors? Not everything is as it seems.

Video Room Monty Python and the Holy Grail   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
King Arthur and his knights embark on a low-budget search for the Grail, encountering many very silly obstacles.

1:00 PM Main Programming Loving Your Cosplay Body   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)
Let us help build your confidence to wear the cosplay costumes you really want to regardless of your body type. We
will also discuss strategies for costume styles that will help accentuate your body's strengths and hide the flaws.
Dealing with detractors and ridicule will also be discussed.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Manga Studio EX Workshop   (2 Hours - Demonstration - Rating: PG)
Class on the basics of creating comics and digital drawings with Manga Studio.

Indianapolis Ballroom C The Pros and Cons of Kickstarter   (1 Hour - Q & A - Rating: G)
A crowdsourcing site that helps inventors get investors for their projects, our panel will discuss the many benefits
and drawbacks of Kickstarter from being a backer to running your own project

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Pagan Ritual   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Come celebrate the Goddess.

2:00 PM Main Programming Best and Worst Marvel Movies    (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)
What are you favorite Marvel movies? Least favorite? When did Marvel really hit their movie making stride. Come
debate the best and worst Marvel Movies.

Indianapolis Ballroom C Yearbook Signing   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Overwrite those bad or good memories of high school with the InConJunction class of 2015! Bring your own
yearbook, program book, or just grab a spare notebook and get it signed by people you might actually want to
remember in your later years.

Anime Room Astarotte no Omocha 1-4   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Astarotte is the heir to the succubus kingdom, but she's got a lot of growing up to do before she can take her
mother's place. Family troubles arise with the hiring of a new attendant.

2:30 PM Video Room The Last Starfighter   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)
A discouraged video-gaming boy finds himself recruited as a gunner for an alien defense force.

3:00 PM Main Programming Closing Ceremonies / Rap with the Conchair   (1 Hour - Rating: G)
Another InConJunction ends; come reflect on some of the highlights. This is your opportunity to share your feedback
in person with the Convention Staff and next year's Convention Chairperson

Indianapolis Ballroom A-B Corel Painter Workshop   (2 Hours - Demonstration - Rating: PG)
Teaching the basics of digital painting using Corel Painter.

4:00 PM Main Programming Meet the Circle of Janus   (1 Hour - Rating: G)
Meet the Circle of Janus, the non-profit organization behind InConJunction!


